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ATOMIC DATA NEEOS FOR BEAM TRANSPORT IN GAS* 
Simon. S, Yu 

Lawrence Livermare Laboratory, University of Cal i fornia 

l i v e m o r e , Ca l i forn ia 94550 

ABSTRACT 

Determination of the parameters z e f f , e l e c t r i c a l conductivi ty, plasma 

densi ty , and the plasma temperature i s essential in the study of heavy Ion 

beam transport In gas. The calculat ion of these parameters require Input 

from atomic physics. This note is on attempt to make these needs known 

to atomic physicists. 
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The following l i s t summarizes tome of the data nteas for .the 

study cf heavy Ion beam transport In a gas-fflled reactor; 

1. Secondary electron energy spectra from the ionization of back

ground gas by fast heavy Ions. 

2. Secondary electron energy spectra from the ionization of back

ground gas by slow electrons (< SO eV). 

3. Excitation cross sections fcr background gas by slow electrons. 

4. Multiple Ionization cross sections of heavy Ions by background 

gas. 

One of the cri t ical Issues of the heavy Ion fusion program Is the 

feasibi l i ty of transporting an 1on beam through a gaseous medium without 

severe disruptions. The motion of the beam, (and therefore, its s teMl i ty ) 

is determined by the intorplay between the beam current and the plasma 

response, In the determination of both the beam current and the plasma 

response, certain paramotora directly related to atomic collisions play a 

major role,- The purpose of this note 1s to draw attention to thoao piiramoters. 

To chttrmtne the beam current, the effective charge of the ion, Z o f f 

is needed. The plasma response Is characterized by three related quantities: 

the electrical conductivity c, the plasma density ne« and the plasma tempera

ture T f l . I f the energy spectra of low energy electrons in the medium, f (c) 

are known, the latter three parameters arc determined. 
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As the heavy Ion beam traverses the gas medium* H goes through a 

continuous process of stripping, which results in an Increase In the beam 

current. The total beam current It 

h ' W o 

nhero 1 0 Is the Incoming beam current (of charge state +1) end left is a 

function of the Ion position 1n the gas iMdium, given ov 

2«"'" 2>vEv 
Nj Is the masher density of ions with charge Z, and the sm 1s performed over 

all charge states. Since the current represents the primary driving force m 

the beam transport problem, the determination of 2 e f f as a function of the 

beam position 1n the reactor H crucial. 

It Is clear that in ardtr to determine the relative population of 

various charge states at a given point In time (or ;ipace), 1t 1s necessary 

to fenow Us collisions history. This requires not only the knowledge of the 

total stripping cross sections, but aUo tho Individual cross sections for 

multiple ionization. A direct computation of the evolution of charge states 

would Involve a transport equation with the Individual ionization cross 

sections as input, 

Tho present calculation (l)of Z e f f Is based upon a classical binary 

cocoimtor model with binding energies obtained from relatlvistlc liar tree* 

Fock-Slator type calculations. The assumption of independent particle model 

ponnlts us to bypass tho problem of calculating multiple ionization cross 

sections. In Table 1, tho total Ionization cross sections computed fron 
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the binary encounter model are compared with the total Inelastic Born 

cross sections computed by Gillespie and Kim ' 2 ' . A conclusion regarding 

the validity of the classical binary encounter calculations at this point 

nay be premature. In any casoi I t would be desirable to have results from 

several different calculatlonal schemes. 

The question of the needed accuracy for 2 t f f 1s somewhat d i f f icu l t 

to answer, since I t depends strongly on the specific effect under consider

ation, In the example of the solf-ptneh effect, the magnetic force which 1s 

responsible for pinching the 1on beam 1s proportional roughly to Z 8 f f . Thus 

an error of 2 In Z , f f wil l result In an error of 4 In the determination of 

the self-ptnch force, 

The major parameter of Interost 1n determining the plasma response 

1s the conductivity a. In the simplest approximation, the conductivity 1s 

given In terms of the density of low energy electrons In the medium n e , and 

their average energy, or, the plasma temperature T f i . The relation Is 

„ . «* "• 

wlttro if, is the frequency of momentum transfer collisions, and can be obtained 

from direct measurements. 

As the heavy 1on beam passes through the medium, plasma electrons ere 

created through ionization processes, when a few percent of the jas Is loitiied, 

(which occurs not far from the head of the pulse in the case of a pencil-shaped 

beam) ^ >t determined by o1octron-1on collisions and Is proportional to n e T 0 * 3 ' 2 

The conductivity then bocomes independent of the plasma density, and depends only 
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on the plasma temperature, Thus, a correct determination of the plasma 

temperature 1s an essential part of the conductivity calculation. The plasma 

density Is relevant for the conductivity calculation before the gas medium 

becomes highly ionized. I t is also of interest Independently for other 

instability questions. 

To calculate the temperature of the ptassa, one would need to know 

f(c}» the energy spectrum of slow electrons 1n the medium. The plasma density 

Is just the integral of fU) over all energies, furthermore, in more sophisticated 

calculations, the relation of the conductivity to n e and Te 1s bypassed, and the 

conductivity is related directly to f(c). For example, the conductivity In a 

predominantly neutral medium is given by 

Thus, the dotermlnation of f{e) 1s essential for studying the plasma response. 

Tlio production of these low energy electrons, as well as aiolr evolution 

wfth tfino. lira consequences of the Interplay between the electric field due to 

the beam and the atomic processes which take place 1n the medium. 

Direct ionization of the background gas by stripped heavy ions H an 

important source of the low energy electrons, Th$ quantities of interest are 

tta wmtimvy tf winm tfunftra from fi^rsct ^oMtatfon fcy various charge states 

of the heavy ion. During the passage of the beam, the background medium can 

bocomo highly Ionized, Thus, we are interested not only In the ionization of 

neutral background gas, but also of the gas In various Ionized and cxdted states. 

If the detailed calculation of all possible configuration is too cumborswie, i t 

would bo useful at loast to fcnow the relative importance of the various processes. 

Anothor important source of electrons 1s the "avalanche" effect. An 
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intense Ion beam passing through the medium creates an electric f ie ld which 

could accelerate slow electrons to energies above the Ionization threshold. 

These electrons then undergo Ionizing collisions to create more electrons. 

The quantities of Interest are the secondary electron spectre from the 

1on1«at1on of background gas by electrons 1n the threshold region {S50 evh 

M gas pressures of around 1 torr, the "avalanche" effect Is comparable to 

direct 1oniJat1on,' Thus, 1t 1s Important to account for this effect properly. 

I f the secondary electron spectra at these low energies are hard to obtain, 

the totet M a t t e s cross sections above ttvresnold can be quite useful for 

making estimates. 

The electrons produced by the above effects go through a cuitinuous 

process of evolution due to a l l other atomic processes which take place In the 

medium. In a monatointc gas like L I , one expects electronic excitation to be 

the only additional process of Importance. Howovcr, In a molecular gas, Hke 

Nj , or a i r , there are many more possible processes, e.g. vibrations, dissociative 

recombination, etc. The history of evolution con be traced by a lioltiman 

Equation with the atomic and molecular cross sections as Input. 

While the total number of possible atomic end molecular processes in 

the gas t.v dium may bo largo, one may not necessarily have to consider a l l of 

them for the heavy ion beam problem. The reason Is that we ere Interested 

primarily in the plasma response during the passage of the beam. The pulse 

time of Interest 1s quite short. Any process wltn a collision tliw 1ontj compared 

to the pulse length may be neglected. M pressure of.-.-l torr , the fest atomic 

processes have collision times which are comparable to the pulse time. Thus, we 

do not expect drastic modifications of the secondary energy spectrum from direct 
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lontzatlon and avalanche by other atomic processes to take place during the 

pulse-on time. 

The author wishes to tftank Ed tee for some very helpful comnents 

on the writing of this manuscript. 



TABLE I 

Cross Sections for the Stripping of Heavy Ions: a comparison of the B 

Inelastic cross sections and binary encounter model calculation of the 

iontjatton cross section. 

Ion Target 

l l S

2 * N 2 

A < B ° ™ U 1 n D 2 !A 2 ! 

6,04 « 10"3 

2.24 x 10"2 

3,6B x W* 

9.71 X 10"2 

' ' " ' " " " i o n • ' ( * 2 1 

1.87 x 10" 3 

1.18 x I 0 " 2 

2.18 x tO" 2 

2.16 x 10-' 

& 
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